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The iMagic Fleet Maintenance Download With Full Crack application is an advanced system that provides all the advantages of this kind of vehicle management with a simple, yet
powerful user interface. It tracks all vehicles for easy management and helps one analyze vehicle usage. Overall, the application is very helpful to company owners, fleet managers,
as well as individual fleet owners. Key Features: • It provides all essential features that are required for vehicle management; • It is extremely easy to use, and will allow users to
fully manage individual vehicles as well as a whole fleet; • The application provides timely reports that allow users to understand their vehicles better; • The software is packed with
an innovative and accurate vehicle database. More than 16,500 software downloads for free! If you like iMagic Fleet Maintenance Cracked Version, you may download it for free
and discover its premium features today! What's New in Version 1.5.11.7: • Overflow error bug fixed What's New in Version 1.5.11.6: • Added advanced tracking function,
remove all vehicle by name What's New in Version 1.5.11.5: • Fix bug that occurred when items could not be removed by vehicle name, including item views. What's New in
Version 1.5.11.2: • When items were duplicated by vehicle name, found vehicle information was deleted when removed. What's New in Version 1.5.11.1: • Fix bug that occurred
when all new items were not added to user name. What's New in Version 1.5.11: • New: You can view item, item view, vehicle, view and service record by name. • New: All new
item added to vehicle name. • New: Factory or field view option to move items. • New: Simplified search view. • New: Export data to Excel. • New: Simplified view for vehicle
and item. • New: Decrease click quantity. • Fix: Tracked equipment cannot be installed while vehicle name is defined. • Fix: Failure to import data caused data display to become
unstable. • Fix: Data display became unstable when the number of records reached the maximum size limit. • Fix: Procedure program of maintenance works performed by vehicle
name and field could not be performed at the same time. • Fix: When list view was deactivated and item view or item view was opened, items would not return.
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iMagic Fleet Maintenance 2022 Crack is a fleet management software designed to keep track of vehicles and to generate reports that highlight fleet-wide trends. Keeping
everything in check requires a well-defined fleet management system. The latter, according to the users, is a challenge in this day and age. Developers of iMagic Fleet Maintenance
are not only aware of the difficulties and problems associated with managing a fleet but they have also taken steps to mitigate the issue. A first step is management. Software uses a
variety of indicators as a primary basis for management. These include, but are not limited to, the running total of services performed. If this figure reaches the established
threshold, users are advised to schedule service so that the fleet can be better-maintained. Beyond maintenance, iMagic Fleet Maintenance also includes tools for tracking fuel and
distance. These reports can act as a basis for determining whether a vehicle is faring well on the road. This software is not only reliable but it also features considerable flexibility.
With tracking down, tracking fuel, maintenance logs, and a variety of related reports, iMagic Fleet Maintenance allows users to better manage their fleet by providing them with
top-level decisions. The software is intuitive and easily customizable. Various versions of iMagic Fleet Maintenance are also available, the most recent being 5.0. They are
compatible with multiple windows environments. How to Install iMagic Fleet Maintenance: Once iMagic Fleet Maintenance is downloaded, users are advised to double-click to
install the application. It is recommended that the installation be carried out on a laptop or desktop PC. Start using iMagic Fleet Maintenance immediately after installation.
Configuration can be managed through the Help menu. Run iMagic Fleet Maintenance iMagic Fleet Maintenance contains all functionality and tools that are required to monitor a
fleet. The main screen should display a list of available applications. Main Features The main menu consists of seven sections: Overview, Configure, Projects, Vehicle
Management, Reports, Statistics, and Administration. The Overview screen shows a summary of the entire system and is used to generate a list of the installed applications in the
system. The Configure screen offers a variety of system customization options. This can be performed through Setup and Options controls. The latter feature allows users to, for
example, change a configurable function like the prompts appearing before or after each log entry or to modify the name of the logs area. Projects are another useful function
offered by iMagic Fleet Maintenance. This display permits users to generate and manage tasks 09e8f5149f
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iMagic Fleet Management is a web-based application (software) that lets you manage thousands of fleet vehicles on one screen. You can create individual fleet profiles which you
can then use to generate statistics, sort lists, do cost comparisons and even plan future repairs. Features include: * Work orders that are saved and easily accessible from within the
program * Printable overviews that list dates and items * Generate maintenance histories, displays reoccurring items, and tracks maintenance history over the last 24 months *
Exports to CSV files and a range of other compatible formats for analysis in other software and platforms * Keeps track of repairs and maintenance item details * Allows you to
generate detailed reports and graphs on all your vehicles * Automatically checks data integrity, and displays detailed errors if any found * Spare parts are divided into separate
categories - easy to see if your vehicle is out of any spares * Sort your vehicles by make, year, vehicle type and more * Bulk purchase all your parts from your company's preferred
suppliers * Counts the number of vehicles per make and model * Allows you to filter to a specific model, year and vehicle type * Easily set up branch offices and service centers
from within the software * Much more iMagic Fleet Management is a web-based application that combines a complete fleet management solution and service management solution
into one. iMagic Fleet Management combines a complete fleet management solution and service management solution into one for the small and medium sized fleet manager.
iMagic Fleet Management is a web-based application that allows you to manage multiple vehicle fleets from a single web page. With iMagic Fleet Management, you can plan fleet
maintenance, manage mileage and repair history, generate reports, perform accounting, and more. iMagic Fleet Management features: * Complete Fleet Management Solution *
Create and manage multiple vehicle fleets from a single web page * Generate reports * Manage spare parts inventories * Track vehicle mileage and fuel consumption * Record
vehicle repairs and maintenance history * iMagic Fleet Management integrates with popular financial software, such as QuickBooks, Excel, and others * iMagic Fleet Management
is completely web-based. No downloads, software installations, or upgrades are required * Viewing/updating your vehicle fleet from mobile devices or desktop computer is a
breeze * 24/7 online access to your vehicle fleet and detailed reports * No additional hardware or software is needed * iMagic Fleet Management is completely
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This software is a simple and free solution that allows one to visually monitor the level of maintenance, the fuel consumption, report and generate service logs and much more. Key
features: - Monitor individual units and compile time and day round-up reports - Manage scheduled and preventive maintenance - Generate comprehensive reports - Compatible
with Microsoft Office and includes a PDF conversion What's new in 3.0: - Compatible with Microsoft Office 2010 iMagic Fleet Maintenance Description: iMagic Fleet
Maintenance is a simple and free solution that allows one to visually monitor the level of maintenance, the fuel consumption, report and generate service logs and much more. Key
features: - Monitor individual units and compile time and day round-up reports - Manage scheduled and preventive maintenance - Generate comprehensive reports - Compatible
with Microsoft Office and includes a PDF conversion What's new in 3.0: - Compatible with Microsoft Office 2010 iMagic Fleet Maintenance Description: iMagic Fleet
Maintenance is a simple and free solution that allows one to visually monitor the level of maintenance, the fuel consumption, report and generate service logs and much more. Key
features: - Monitor individual units and compile time and day round-up reports - Manage scheduled and preventive maintenance - Generate comprehensive reports - Compatible
with Microsoft Office and includes a PDF conversion What's new in 3.0: - Compatible with Microsoft Office 2010 iMagic Fleet Maintenance Description: iMagic Fleet
Maintenance is a simple and free solution that allows one to visually monitor the level of maintenance, the fuel consumption, report and generate service logs and much more. Key
features: - Monitor individual units and compile time and day round-up reports - Manage scheduled and preventive maintenance - Generate comprehensive reports - Compatible
with Microsoft Office and includes a PDF conversion What's new in 3.0: - Compatible with Microsoft Office 2010 iMagic Fleet Maintenance Description: iMagic Fleet
Maintenance is a simple and free solution that allows one to visually monitor the level of maintenance, the fuel consumption, report and generate service logs and much more. Key
features: - Monitor individual units and compile time and day round-up reports - Manage scheduled and preventive maintenance - Generate comprehensive reports - Compatible
with Microsoft Office and includes a PDF conversion What's new in 3.0: - Compatible with Microsoft Office 2010 i
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System Requirements:

Windows XP, Vista or 7 DirectX 11 1GB of RAM 2GB of hard drive space 24-bit audio device 19th century realism 1.5% with an actual outlay of at least 100USD in cash The
game is both fun and educational. Players have to make some rather unusual choices in regards to gameplay, such as farming on a relatively ancient continent while literally
disappearing into the ground, and even managing to fall into a mysterious black hole. I didn't think that it
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